Laser-induced plasmon-mediated treatment of retinoblastoma in viscous vitreous phantom.
Retinoblastoma (RB) is a rare form of cancer of the retina most prevalent in young children. We successfully show that laser-induced cell disruption, mediated by gold plasmonic nanoparticle (NP), is a potential and efficient therapy to kill the cancerous cells. The proof of concept is demonstrated in vitro on cultured Y79 RB cancer cells with a nanosecond laser at 527 nm, for both attached cells at the bottom of a Petri dish and for floating, clustered cells in a viscous vitreous phantom comprised of hyaluronan. We report a cellular death of 82% after irradiation in classic culture medium and a cellular death of 98% in vitreous phantom, for similar number of NPs in each sample. It is found that the NPs efficiently penetrate the floating Y79 clusters cells in the vitreous phantom, leading to a cellular death of over 85% even within the centre of the aggregates. The proposed treatment technique is based on a similar nanosecond laser used to eliminate floaters in the vitreous, but with much lower (100-1000 times) fluences of 20 J cm-2 .